A very important feature extraction method that is commonly used in computer visions and image processing applications is counting of objects. This paper represents a modified sequential region labeling algorithm which counts the homogeneous region of different objects on image. It is based on 4-connected, 6-connected and 8-connected component technique. These algorithms scan the image pixel by pixel from left to right and top to bottom sequentially and assign a label to every foreground pixels in binary image. Salt and pepper noise is usually prevalent in such images. Removing this noise is an important issue. We propose median filter algorithm to removed such type of noise and obtain better results. This technique may be applied to uniform, nonuniform, regular, irregular objects with different shape, size and file formats. Binary images are obtained from color or greyscale images by proper thresholding. In this proposed method, the regions of various objects are found by region labelling process. These distinct regions are given the number of objects that are present inside the image. This algorithm is implemented on the .net technology. These methods produced good performance in term of accuracy. This is a process oriented task. So the machine having higher processing speed can serve the purpose better.
INTRODUCTION
This model describes an algorithm for counting the number of objects in binary image by using sequential region labeling. It detects the connected components between the pixels in binary image that is converted from color or grayscale image by proper thresholding [5, 6, 18] . The colour or greyscales images and data with higher-dimensionality can also be processed. The connected component labelling operates on a various types of information [3] by integrating image recognition with the human-computer interface. These methods are divided into two main categories: recursive connected component and sequential connected component labeling.
Recursive connected component labeling [11, 15] are those which are used to find the homogeneous region in binary images. In this method, as the size of the stack memory required which is propositional to the size of the region, gets exhausted quickly. Therefore, it is cost effective and practical for small images. The "sequential region labeling" is a classical and non-recursive technique [4, 7] . The algorithm is a two-pass labeling algorithm [2, 3, 14, 19, 17, 12] . It completes labeling in two scans by three processes: (1) a provisional label assigned to each connected component pixel based on its neighbors (i.e., 4-connectivity, 6-connectivity or 8-connectivity) and finding the equivalent label are stored in a one dimensional or two dimensional arrays. (2) Replacing the provisional label record by representative label, it is selected to represent all equivalent labels and unique for all connected components. (3) This representative label is assigned to the current object pixel. A common strategy for selecting a representative label is a smallest label. Labeling algorithm is also divided into multipass algorithm [7] and single pass algorithm [20] .
The shape of the object represents a group of pixels (assigning same label is called homogenous region) which is referring to a binary image [2] . Binary image is typically obtained by thresholding the gray scale image. Pixels with a gray label are above the threshold are set to be 1 (equivalent 255), otherwise rest are set to 0. This produces white on a black pixel or viceversa. It is required to devise a procedure for finding the number of objects. Therefore in a connected component form a candidate region to represent an object. Each object is treated as a component. The binary image separates each object component from background pixels which can be labeled uniquely for display in output images.
Noises are added in the image during acquisition by camera sensors and transmission in the channel; thus, an efficient noise suppression technique is required before subsequent image processing operations. Salt-and-pepper noise is one type of impulse noise which can corrupt the image, where the noisy pixels are white and black points appears in digital images. Hence, median filter has been widely used for removing impulse noise [9] [10] .
A binary sequential region labeling algorithm is one of the most fundamental operations in virtually all image processing applications [2, 18] . In a simple vision system, this method can be an early processing step in applications such as automatic inspection, optical character recognition, robotic vision. Especially, in real-time applications such as trafficjam detection, automated surveillance, and target tracking [16] , it can be used as a tool to count objects and label elements of biological, medical [4] , or astronomical images. In such applications, the faster labeling algorithms are always desirable.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this paper is counting the number of objects that are present in an image. The proposed algorithms are applied to different type of images, their size and file format. This project also deals with the impulse noise image. It is an early step of image processing applications. The proposed algorithm is compared with three different type of connected component algorithm.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Sequential region labeling is the process of identifying the connected component elements of an image. In the first stage of region labeling, the image is scanned pixel by pixel from left to right and top to bottom sequentially to assign a provisional label to every object pixel depending on the definition of neighbourhood (either 4, 6 or 8-connected). Sequential region labeling is a two pass algorithm.
4-Connected Component Algorithm
When using the 4-connected neighbourhood N4, only the two neighbours N1 = b(x−1, y) and N2 = b(x, y−1) need to be considered. In proposed algorithm N1, N2 and b(x, y) is upper, left and current pixels value respectively as shown in figure 1 . are background pixels, then increment the new label L (which is initialized to 1) and assigned to the object pixel.  If the upper neighbor has label X and left neighbor of the object pixel has a different label Y (i.e. X ≠ Y), then assigned minimum neighborhood of both pixel value to the object pixel. These minimum neighborhood pixel values is a provisional label are also assigned in a one dimensional equivalent array. The equivalent table is updated simultaneously as shown in figure 2(b).  If both the upper neighbor and left neighbor of the object pixel have the same label X, then assigned label X to the object pixel.  If either the upper neighbor or the left neighbor of the object pixel has the label X, then assigned label X to the object pixel. This label is also assigned into the equivalent array. Table 1 shows as provisional label obtained from first pass scanning process. Provisional label 0 1 2 3 2 5 2 5 5 9 9
Object Counting:  First initialize number of object (say no_obj = 0) by zero.  If the equivalent array value is equal to say integer I then increase the no_object and replaced equivalent label with new label (representative label) is called representative table otherwise no changed in equivalent array value. This representative array is used in second scanning process. Table 2 shows as representative label. 
Second Pass:
Again the image is scanned pixel by pixel from left to right and top to bottom. The representative label set is merged to create unique labels for each connected component in the image. If representative label and object label are same then no changed label in image. But both are different label then assigned new label to the object pixel from representative label set. As a result, each connected component is assigned a unique label as shown in figure 2(c).
6-Connected Component Algorithm
In this algorithm we have used 6-connected neighbourhood N6. For a 2D image, a forward scan assigns labels to pixels from left to right and top to bottom. Each time a pixel is scanned, its neighbors in the scan mask are examined to determine an appropriate label for the current object pixel. In forward scan, all three neighbours N1 = b(x, y-1), N2 = b(x-1, y-1) and N3 = b(x-1, y) must be examined. In the illustration shown in figure 3 , the current object pixel being examined is marked as b(x, y). is the operator of calculating minimum and maximum value of the neighboring pixels in the mask, respectively.
 If the object pixel b(x, y) is background pixel there is no change in provisional label.  If the object pixel belongs to the actual object and both the minimum and maximum values are zero, then increase the provisional label and assigned to the object pixel b(x, y).  If the minimum value has X and maximum value of the object pixel has a different label Y (i.e. X ≠ Y), then the assign the minimum value (i.e. X) to the object pixel. This minimum value is also assigned in equivalent array is known as provisional label. The equivalent array is updated simultaneously. Figure 4 (b) shows that provisional label obtained from first pass process. Provisional label 0 1 1 3 3 1 3 7 7
 If either minimum or maximum value obtained from image has the label X, then assign the label X to the object pixel. This label is also assigned to the equivalent array. Table 3 shows that as provisional label in each index term. The equivalence array contains a set of provisional label. Table 4 shows representative label in each index term obtained from equivalent table set. figure 4 (c).
8-Connected Component Algorithm
In this algorithm, we have used 8-connected neighbourhood N8. For a 2D image, a forward scan assigned labels to pixels from left to right and top to bottom. Each time a pixel is scanned, its neighbors in the scan mask are examined to determine an appropriate label for the current object pixel. In forward scan, all four neighbours N1 = b(x, y-1), N2 = b(x-1, y-1), N3 = b(x-1, y) and N4 = b(x-1, y+1) must be examined.
In the illustration shown in figure 5 , the current object pixel being examined is marked as b(x, y).  If the object pixel b(x, y) is background pixel, then there is no change in provisional label.  If the object pixel belongs to the same object and both the minimum and maximum values are zero, then increase the provisional label and assigned to the object pixel b(x, y).  If the minimum value has X and maximum value of the object pixel has a different label Y (i.e. X ≠ Y), then assign minimum value (i.e. X) to the object pixel. This minimum value is also assigned in equivalent array is known as provisional label. The equivalent array is updated simultaneously as shown in figure 6 (b).  If either minimum or maximum value obtained from image has the label X, then assign label X to the object pixel. This label is also assigned into the equivalent array. Table 5 shows provisional label in each index term of one dimensional equivalent array. The equivalence table contains a set of provisional labels. 
Second Pass:
Again the image is scanned pixel by pixel from left to right and top to bottom. The representative label set is merged to create unique labels for each connected component in the image. If representative label and object label are same then no change in label in the image. But both are different label then assign new label to the object pixel from representative label set. As a result, each connected component is assigned a unique label as shown in figure 6 (c).
Median Filter Algorithm
In median filtering, the input pixel is replaced by the median of the pixels contained in its neighbourhood. There are two main step of proposed algorithm:
Step 1: Choice of the window size First choose the window size of the median filter. Generally, the size of the neighborhood is chosen as odd number so that a well defined center values exits. In proposed algorithm considers 3X3 window size of the filter. Step 2: Filtering Operation Sliding the window on image from top to bottom and left to right. Window W is suitably chosen neighborhood pixels value. The algorithm for median filtering requires arranging the pixel values in the neighborhood in ascending or descending order and picking up the value at the center of the array. If, however, the size of the neighborhood is even then the median is taken as the arithmetic mean of the two values at the center.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Object Counting Results
The goal of this experiment is to measure the performance of three algorithms (4-connected, 6-connected and 8-connected) on binary images (obtained by thresholding the gray label image, Pixels with a grey level above the threshold are set to 1 (equivalently 255), whilst the rest are set to 0) are converted from color or grayscale images. In this experiment various types of images are used. The images are regular, irregular, impulse noises images in which the objects are distinct and are not matched to the background. These proposed algorithms can be applied any image format. All of these images in color or grayscale are transformed into binary images by a proper threshold value. Figure 8 shows that different types of images have taken for resulting purpose. 
Median Filter Result
The Proposed Algorithm is tested using gray scale, color and binary images of different size and file format. Some images can be corrupted by salt & pepper noise with equal probability. Proposed algorithm is found to perform quite well on image corrupted with salt & pepper noise. Experimental result only shows the noise density variations from 1% to 20%. The Figure 9 shows one image having equal noise density of 6% after passing through different window size. 
